digiscape installation instructions
®

INSTALLATION
GUIDELINES:
Environment:

SURFACE
PREPARATION:

It is best to contact a professional paper hanger to perform proper installation for easy up and easy down wall
covering or mural. A qualified installer can be found here: http://www.ngpp.org/find_paperhanger.php
Room temperature should be above 65° F (18°C) for 48 hours prior to install.
DigiScape® should be acclimated to the same temperature as installation point for 48 hours prior to install.
Walls should not contain in excess of 5% residual moisture.

Hanging surface must be smooth, undamaged, and free of dirt and moisture.

New Construction:

Use a white wall covering primer to conceal joints.
Roman: PRO-977 ULTRA-PRIME® Premium Pigmented Primer or similar is recommended.

Existing Construction:

Throughly clean surface of all dirt, grease, and anything that might adversely effect proper installation.
Properly prime surface with suitable product.
For painted drywall, Roman: PRO-909 VINYL PREP® Clear Wallpaper Primer or similar is recommended.
When hanging on other surfaces use proper primer for the surface to be applied.

conVerd Board Print Profiles
®

PROCESS:
For new construction drywall and existing drywall installations use Strippable Wallcovering
Handling Instructions - HP 300 Latex Series
Adhesive or similar.
Apply paste to wall with roller. For best results use a soft bristle brush working from the center of the
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Heavyweight and pressure sensitive materials like Lustré Board and Endura Stick-P do not

Problem with spotty and inconsistent density

when printing.
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increase. All media is different but on average the recommendation is to start vacuum
settings around 35%. Some media like Lustré Board or Blox-Lite require 80% plus. Edge
guards are very helpful; however, sometimes on certain media they can cause pockets,
more so in the middle. Best thing to do is lower the temperature and raise the vacuum.
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